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Introduction:  Impacts of comets and asteroids 

play an important role in geologic evolution of terre-
strial planets (e.g. [1]). Impact related processes oper-
ate in a wide range of pressures and temperatures. Im-
pact modeling inherently needs equation of state 
(EOS) for rock forming minerals and various rocks.  

One of approaches to improve EOS for rock-
forming materials is to apply computer-supported 
EOS’es (like ANEOS [2]) to describe restricted phase 
space areas as an independent material with following 
determination of phase boundaries (like in PANDA [3, 
4]). Previously we have made some preliminary tests 
of this approach in application to a few geomaterials 
and H20 [5-7]. In the previous conference we pre-
sented first data for fayalite Fe2SiO4 [8]. Here we 
present the first results for forsterite Mg2SiO4. 

EOS construction: The EOS construction is 
started with fitting parameters for 4 materials modeling 
forsterite melt, low pressure phase and 2 high pressure 
phases. As the closest goal of the project is to improve 
rock melting description in high-velocity impact mod-
eling we simplify the intermediate zone of high pres-
sure phases coexisted near 20 GPa assuming the as-
semblage as one material. ANEOS code is used to 
compute equations of state of each material in the cur-
rent 4-material model. ANEOS options of melting and 
solid-solid phase transitions are switched off. Phase 
boundaries are searched from thermodynamic equili-
brium conditions. 

The simplest way to fit experimental data is used: 
the equilibrium at the normal pressure at the melting 
temperature and in the first triple point allows us to 
find values of energy and entropy shift between lpp 
and melt. Equilibrium in the first triple point between 
melt, lpp, and hpp-1 defines the energy and entropy 
shift for hpp-1. The same procedure is repeating for 
the second triple point. The quality of the constriction 
is immediately checked with calculation of lpp/hpp-1 
and hpp-1/hpp2 phase boundaries construction. 

Fig. 1 shows model phase boundaries in compari-
son with experimental data below ~20 GPa the phase 
space geometry is well reproduced. However, the hpp-
1/hpp-2 phase boundary has less steep inclination than 
the experimental boundary. Partially the deviation may 
result from omitting of intermediate phases in the 
model hpp-1 area.  

Another way to verify the model is to compare in-
dividual properties of phases with experimental data. 
For melts wide range data are rare, and we use also 
results of molecular dynamic models. Fig.2 illustrate 

the compressibility of model melt along isotherm 
T=3000K with MD forsterite model [11]. Above ~20 
GPa the simple ANEOS model reasonably well repeat 
the MD results.  

Discussion:  The constricted EOS is easy to use for 
compilation of standard tables readable in a hydro-
code. Some changes are needed to describe fraction of 
complete melt along the melt temperature. The pre-
sented approach promises more robust description of 
melt production what is important for models of giant 
impacts on early (hot) terrestrial planets. However 
monomineral models for fayalite [8] and forsterite (this 
work) separately do not reproduce liquids/solidus be-
havior typical for real mantle dunites. Hence the next 
step of the project should include the description of 
solid solutions to produce a workable mantle model. 

Another model extension we plan to test is the 
presentation of melt as a mixture of melts with low and 
high coordination number (presented in ANEOS-like 
models with different density and compressibility). For 
example, Ghiorso [12] uses the mixture of 5 to 6 sili-
cate liquids with consequently increasing coordination 
number and make a smooth transition in liquid proper-
ties from low to high pressures. This approach poten-
tially may improve the melt curve for high pressure 
looking too steep in the presented model (Fig. 1).  
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Fig. 1. Phase boundaries for the simplified forsterite 
model (black curves) computed for 4 ANEOS-based 
materials (low pressure phase, lpp, intermediate high 
pressure phase, hpp-1, perovskite high pressure phase, 
hpp-2, and melt). Boundaries are constructed for the 
thermodynamic equilibrium. The main experimental 
phase boundaries (dashed red lines) are plotted after 
[9]. Experimental data for low pressure [10] are pre-
sented with red open diamonds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 2. Pressure vs. density for the model liquid phase 
(black curve) at T=3000K in comparison with results 
of molecular dynamic modeling (red curve) after [11]. 
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